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2D feasibility study of joint reconstruction of
attenuation and activity in limited angle TOF-PET
Marina Vergara*, Ahmadreza Rezaei, Georg Schramm, Maria Jose Rodriguez-Alvarez,
Jose Maria Benlloch Baviera and Johan Nuyts

Abstract—Several research groups are studying organdedicated limited angle positron emission tomography (PET)
systems to optimize performance-cost ratio, sensitivity, access to
the patient and/or flexibility. Often open systems are considered,
typically consisting of two detector panels of various sizes. Such
systems provide incomplete sampling due to limited angular
coverage and/or truncation, which leads to artefacts in the
reconstructed activity images. In addition, these organ-dedicated
PET systems are usually stand-alone systems, and as a result,
no attenuation information can be obtained from anatomical
images acquired in the same imaging session. It has been shown
that the use of time-of-flight information reduces incomplete
data artefacts and enables the joint estimation of the activity
and the attenuation factors. In this work, we explore with
simple 2D simulations the performance and stability of a joint
reconstruction algorithm, for imaging with a limited angle PET
system. The reconstruction is based on the so-called MLACF
(Maximum Likelihood Attenuation Correction Factors) algorithm and uses linear attenuation coefficients in a known-tissueclass region to obtain absolute quantification. Different panel sizes
and different time-of-flight (TOF) resolutions are considered. The
noise propagation is compared to that of MLEM reconstruction
with exact attenuation correction (AC) for the same PET system.
The results show that with good TOF resolution, images of good
visual quality can be obtained. If also a good scatter correction
can be implemented, quantitative PET imaging will be possible.
Further research, in particular on scatter correction, is required.
Index Terms—Time-of-Flight, limited angle, sinogram truncation, dedicated systems, PET imaging, interior problem.

I. I NTRODUCTION

M

ost of the commercially available PET (positron emission tomography) systems are intended for whole-body
imaging and are combined with CT (computerized tomography) or MR (magnetic resonance) imaging capabilities in
order to obtain anatomical information, which is also used to
produce the attenuation image [1] for attenuation correction
during PET image reconstruction. In recent years, organdedicated PET systems have been proposed as alternatives to
whole-body scanners, aiming at systems that are less expensive, require less space and/or provide easier patient access,
higher resolution and/or better sensitivity [2]–[8]. Some of
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these systems, such as those consisting of two opposing detector panels, acquire only incomplete tomographic data, due to
limited angular coverage. In addition, many of these systems
are not combined with a modality providing anatomical images
(CT or MR) and therefore, the conventional approaches to
attenuation correction cannot be applied.
A voxel is said to have ”limited angular coverage” if the
set of acquired LORs intersecting the voxel does not satisfy
the local Tuy condition [9], [10], and therefore the intensity of
the voxel cannot be reconstructed exactly. A PET system will
be said to provide only limited angle data, if the above holds
for all voxels inside the field of view of that system. In 2D, a
PET system acquires limited angle data if the sinogram covers
less than 180◦ . Because reconstruction from limited angle data
does not have a unique solution, reconstructed images will
almost always suffer from artefacts. It has been shown that
in PET, the availability of time-of-flight information reduces
these limited angle artefacts [3], [11], [12].
Apart from that, the PET data will be called ”truncated”,
if for at least some of the parallel projections covered by
the system, the object is truncated in the projection. In 2D,
this means that the sinogram has been truncated at one or
both sides. If a system, suffering from truncation at both
sides in all projections, has a region inside the field of view
for which complete angular coverage was obtained, then this
system is said to face the interior problem [13]. In [14] it
was proven that if the intensities are known inside a small
subregion of the interior region, then the entire interior region
can be reconstructed exactly from the truncated data. With this
convention, a system always suffers from truncation if it has
limited angular coverage, but not the other way around.
If PET images are reconstructed without attenuation correction, the images are distorted by artefacts and the reconstructed
activity values suffer from large negative, object and position
dependent bias. Fortunately, when TOF information is available, joint reconstruction algorithms can be used to estimate
the attenuation sinogram1 from the emission data up to a
global constant [15] for all the LORs where activity is present,
provided that the spread of the tracer is wider than the TOF
resolution. This constant can be determined if prior knowledge
about attenuation values (or the activity) is available [16]–[21].
Another effect hindering quantification is the contribution
of scattered photons to the acquired PET data. In conventional non angular-limited PET imaging, a scatter estimate is
1 Throughout the text attenuation sinogram will refer to the projection of
the attenuation image (−log(a)), as defined in section II-B, while a will be
called attenuation factors.
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B. Joint reconstruction
In order to exploit the TOF information in the joint estimation of activity and attenuation, two algorithms have been
proposed: Maximum Likelihood reconstruction of Attenuation
and Activity (MLAA) [16] and Maximum Likelihood Attenuation Correction Factors (MLACF) [22]. Here, the MLACF
algorithm is applied because of its faster execution time.
In TOF PET, the expected count y it for a certain line of
response (LOR) i and TOF-bin t can be written as:
Fig. 1. Left: The PET ring (blue) and the pair of flat panels (red) of size W
separated by distance D. Only LORs that hit both flat panels (LOR 2) will
be considered. This is not the case for LOR 1 (only hits one panel) and LOR
3 (that does not hit any of them). Right: Sensitivity sinogram mask of the
system; r and θ are the radial and angular indexes, respectively.

computed from a preliminary activity image (obtained without
scatter correction) and the attenuation image provided by
the anatomical imaging system. This scatter estimate is then
used to reconstruct a better activity image, and iterating this
procedure has been shown to converge. For a stand-alone
system, such an attenuation image is not available but other
approaches can be followed as described in Section IV-C.
In this work we consider the problem of jointly reconstructing the activity image and the attenuation factors from
TOF-PET data suffering from limited angular coverage or
truncation. We propose an approach based on the MLACF
algorithm of [22]. For limited angle data, it is not guaranteed
that all sinogram pixels are affected by the same constant,
but below we show that in many cases this will be the case.
To determine the value of the constant, the attenuation image
is reconstructed from the estimated attenuation factors. The
problem is studied only in 2D, enabling us to perform many
simulations and reconstructions in a short time, which is very
useful for a first exploration. As shown below, images of good
visual quality can be obtained for PET with high TOF resolution, even for systems providing very limited angular coverage
and severe truncation. If in addition a good scatter correction
method can be implemented, quantitative PET imaging will be
possible. We provide some preliminary results indicating that
scatter correction should be possible, but further research will
be required.
II. M ETHODS
A. System design
In order to examine the effect of limited angular coverage
in TOF-PET image reconstruction, we use a 2D simulation of
a circular PET system (figure 1). We consider limited angle
effects similar to those seen by a pair of flat panels of size
W , separated by distance D, by setting to zero the sensitivity
value of all the LORs that are not seen by both flat panels, as
illustrated in figure 1. Examples of selected and rejected LORs
are shown as well. With this system modelling approach,
systems with different angular coverage can be compared
avoiding confounding effects due to differences in sampling.
The only difference between the systems is in which fraction
of the complete set of LORs they sample.
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where n and m describe the iteration number on the activity
and on P
the attenuation correction
P factors (ACFs) respectively,
pi =
p
,
and
c
=
ij
t it
t cijt . This algorithm is very
similar to the regular MLEM algorithm [23], except that in
every iteration, the ACFs are iteratively updated using (2) as
described in [22].
We have used the additive implementation of the MLACF
algorithm because it has better numerical stability than the
multiplicative form. We also found the use of a matched
TOF and non-TOF projector to be crucial for artefact-free
reconstructions.
If the TOF resolution is small compared to the spatial
extent of the activity distributions, then the derivatives of
the attenuation sinogram are determined by the TOF data
[15]. Integration produces the attenuation sinogram up to the
integration constant. Therefore, if two sinogram points can be
connected by an integration path that has activity everywhere
along the path, then the two points have the same integration
constant. As illustrated in figure 1 and figure 11 below, the
panel sizes considered here preserve a single patch of LORs.
For tracers like FDG, which accumulate almost everywhere in
the body, there will be integration paths with activity between
all non-zero sinogram points. For such tracers, the integration
constant will be the same for all LORs that have seen activity,
despite the gaps produced by the angular limitation. This
constant term corresponds to a constant scale of the activity
image.
If a quantitative image is needed, this scale factor must be
determined. To do so, we propose to reconstruct an image
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from the attenuation factors and use prior information in image
space (namely the known tissue attenuation in a certain region)
to obtain the constant. To reconstruct the attenuation image we
propose the MLTR algorithm [24]:
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where µj is the reconstructed linear attenuation coefficient in
P
P
(n)
voxel j, yi = pi exp (− j lij µj ) + ri , ri = t rit is the
non-TOF randoms and/or scatter additive contribution and lij
is the intersection length of LORPi and pixel j. Equation 4
uses the measured activity yi = t yit as transmission scan
and the unattenuated
P forward projection of the reconstructed
activity pi =
t pit as the blank scan. The TOF-PET
activity reconstruction provides a good outline of the body for
most tracers. To improve the MLTR reconstruction, the body
contour was determined by thresholding the activity image,
and attenuation outside the body contour was forced to zero.
Here, the MLTR algorithm uses only the non-TOF data.
When maximizing the TOF likelihood function with respect to
the attenuation and with additive contamination present, the attenuation is updated using the TOF measurements/expressions
[18], however the attenuation reconstruction is essentially
a non-TOF reconstruction. As a result of not having TOF
information available, the attenuation image will be more
sensitive to missing projection angles than the activity image.
In order to determine the scale factor, agreement of some
reconstructed attenuation coefficient values with the known
attenuation coefficient of soft tissues at 511 keV was imposed
[20], [25], [26]. A region composed mostly of soft tissue was
identified in the image and the mean attenuation coefficient
in that region was computed. The region was determined
by thresholding the central region of the image, keeping the
values greater than the median over the region. Given the
ratio of the correct tissue attenuation coefficient value to the
extracted mean attenuation value (β), the following expression
was used to estimate γ, the factor by which the activity image
(and therefore the blank scan) had to be scaled.
X
X
cij γλj e−µβL '
cij λj e−µL →
− γ ' (eµL )β−1 (5)
i

2.27

i

The chosen value for the attenuation coefficient was µ =
0.0957 cm−1 and for the length it was L = 28.3 cm hence
eµL = 15. The blank scan was then rescaled with the factor
γ, the attenuation image with β and a new MLTR-iteration
was computed. This sequence of MLTR reconstruction and rescaling was repeated until 0.99 < γ < 1.01, which typically
happens after a few iterations. Note that the relation between
the attenuation image and the transmission sinogram is nonlinear, which is why MLTR iterations are required to correctly
propagate the effect of rescaling the activity with γ into the
attenuation image.
C. Experiments
In this section, the performance of the 2D PET system for
scanning a heart phantom (figure 2) is studied for different

Fig. 2. Heart phantom emission (left) and attenuation (right) images

system parameters, including: full or limited angular coverage,
sinogram truncation corresponding to panels having a width
W of 20 or 50 cm, a TOF resolution of 250 ps or 60 ps
FWHM and presence or absence of a scatter contribution.
When limited angular coverage was modeled, it was equivalent
to that of two panels at a distance of 30 cm and a width of
20 or 50 cm.
Four small Defrise phantoms were added to the heart
phantom. In 3D, a Defrise phantom consists of two (or more)
parallel disks [27], and with the appropriate orientation, it
is a very challenging object for limited angle tomography.
In 2D, the phantom reduces to two parallel rods (figure 2).
These phantoms have been added with, from top to bottom,
distances of 16, 10, 10 and 30 mm between the rods. Three of
them are oriented horizontally to challenge the reconstruction,
the fourth one is oriented vertically to show its near perfect
reconstruction. In figure 3, the amount of missing data is
visualized with back-projections from identity sinograms (i.e.
all sinogram pixels were set to 1).
The simulated activity and attenuation images had 270
x 270 pixels and an isotropic pixel size of 2 mm. The
simulations were computed using matched TOF and nonTOF projectors (ensuring that the non-TOF sinograms were
equal to the summation of the corresponding TOF sinograms
over their TOF bins). The TOF-PET data were organized
in sinograms with 270 radial elements and 270 projection
angles over π, with 37 TOF-bins of 100 ps and 127 TOF-bins
of 30 ps for the 250 ps and 60 ps FWHM TOF-resolution
configurations, respectively. A uniform sinogram was added
to the measurements to simulate a 50% randoms to primary
ratio. The simulated emission data were then contaminated
with Poisson noise generating 200 different noise realizations
with 8.5 · 105 simulated counts in the untruncated activity
sinogram. Those parameters were chosen having in mind an
experimental cardiac TOF-PET system that is being developed
by the i3m group in Valencia [28].
The images were reconstructed using 20 iterations, where
the attenuation was updated 3 times for each update of the
activity and no ordered subsets were used. The reconstructed
images were post-smoothed with a 4 mm FWHM Gaussian
kernel. The initialization of the algorithm was done using
a uniform attenuation sinogram and a uniform image, both
of value 1, inside the field of view. Once an activity reconstruction was obtained from the MLACF algorithm, the body
contour was defined by thresholding the activity reconstructed
image. This was later used in the MLTR reconstruction to force
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Fig. 4. TOF-integrated prompts (black), scatter and randoms (red) and
randoms (green) line profiles along the central row

Fig. 3. Back-projection of an identity sinogram for two different panel widths:
50 cm (left) and 20 cm (right)

the attenuation outside the body contour to zero, as explained
in Section II-B.
In the 20 cm configuration, heavy sinogram truncation in
the radial direction is present, as the object is wider than the
detector. To (somewhat artificially) separate the effects due
to limited angular coverage from those due to truncation, we
considered for each system also a version with the same truncation but with full angular coverage. One way to obtain this
gap-less sinogram would be to rotate the two detector panels
around the patient during the acquisition. In the following, we
will refer to the system with limited-angle coverage as ”open
configuration” and to the one with full angular coverage as
”closed configuration”.
For a quantitative analysis of the reconstructed images, root
mean square (RMS) values were computed for the difference
image between the activity ground truth and the re-scaled
MLACF reconstructed image. To provide a reference, also
the RMS values of the difference between the ground truth
activity image and a 20-iterations activity reconstruction with
perfect AC was computed. Both values were calculated using
the following equation:
v
u X
n
1u
truth
(λground
− Xj )2
RMS = t
j
n

(6)

0.042

0 cm−1

Fig. 5. In red: Thresholded soft-tissue region for the one noise realization
simulation with the 50 cm closed (left) and the one noise realization in the
20 cm open configuration (right) configuration system operating at 250 ps
FWHM TOF resolution. Only the inner part of the attenuation image is
selected to avoid truncation artifacts.

To analyze the noise characteristics, the re-scaled MLACF
activity was compared to the MLEM activity reconstruction
(20 iterations) using the exact attenuation factors for attenuation correction. This analysis was performed for one configuration: the closed system with 250 ps TOF resolution and
W = 50 cm. The noisy sinograms were generated by varying
the total number of counts to obtain different noise levels.
100 noise realizations were simulated. The pixel noise was
quantified in two different regions of interest, by computing
the average pixel standard deviation and dividing that by the
mean of the region. This was done for a region containing the
entire image and for a region containing the central third in
which we apply the soft tissue prior information. This noise
analysis was repeated after post-smoothing the images with a
2D Gaussian with 4 mm FWHM.

j∈ROI

where X ∈ {λre−scaled MLACF , λperf.atten MLEM } activity
reconstructions. These values were calculated for a circular
ROI around each of the Defrise phantoms.
For the scatter simulation study, a scatter sinogram was
generated. It was produced by convolving the trues sinogram
with a 3D Gaussian with a FWHM of 120 mm in radial
direction, 0.43 radians in angular direction and 94 mm in
TOF direction. After smoothing, the scatter sinogram was
multiplied with a scatter to trues ratio of 70%. In the final
sinogram, the ratio of scatters to prompts was 0.31. The line
profile of the central row of both TOF-integrated sinograms
can be seen in figure 4.
In the experiments below, randoms were always simulated
and corrected for during the reconstructions. Scatter was not
simulated unless stated otherwise, and no scatter correction
was applied.

III. R ESULTS
For the aforementioned open and closed configurations,
simulations without and with a scatter contribution were
performed, for two different TOF resolutions and two different
panel sizes.
Figure 5 shows the thresholded noisy attenuation image,
where the mean value of the selected pixels is driven to the
known attenuation of tissue. To avoid contributions from the
regions affected by truncation artefacts, only the central part
of the image was used (1/3 of the image was ignored at the
left and likewise at right).
A. Noise propagation in re-scaled MLACF
In figure 6, a comparison between the ratio of the standard
deviation over the mean for different number of simulated
counts can be seen for both activity reconstructions: MLEM
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Fig. 6. Comparison of the noise in re-scaled MLACF images and images reconstructed with MLEM with perfect AC, for the closed PET system with 250
TOF resolution. The plots show the standard deviation divided by the mean for two regions: the entire image (left) and the central third of the image (right).
These results have been computed from 100 noise realizations.

(with perfect AC) and re-scaled MLACF. This analysis was
done for the closed configuration with 250 ps TOF resolution
and W = 50 cm. The similarities of the plots show that both
algorithms have a similar noise behavior.
B. Simulations without scatter
In this section, the results of scatter-free simulations are
shown, for open and closed system configuration with both
panel widths and for TOF resolutions of 250 ps and 60 ps
FWHM.
Figure 7 shows the results of reconstructions from 200 noise
realizations for the system corresponding to a detector panel
size W = 50 cm. Figure 7a shows the mean reconstruction
images, their difference with the ground truth, one of the noisy
reconstructions and the standard deviation image computed
from the noise realizations. Some line profiles along a row
through the apex of the heart are shown in figure 7b. Because
the wall is oriented horizontally near the apex, the reconstruction of this part of the heart suffers most from limited angle
artefacts in the open systems. These profiles also show that
the mean images obtained are similar to the images obtained
with reconstruction from noiseless data. The two narrowest
horizontal Defrise phantoms are poorly reconstructed in the
open configuration, but this is solved if the TOF resolution
is improved to 60 ps (9 mm). As expected, the vertical
Defrise phantoms are in all cases well reconstructed. The
absolute differences between the reconstructions and ground
truth images (also post-smoothed with a 4 mm gaussian) are
small, except for the regions near the arms. As is typical
for reconstruction from Poisson corrupted data, the standard
deviations in the activity images are higher in pixels with
higher activity.
Figure 8 shows the corresponding results for the PET system
corresponding to the smaller detector panels with W = 20 cm.
The results of the activity reconstruction in the central part
are comparable with the ones for the W = 50 cm panels, but
for the open systems, the activity outside the central region
has not contributed to the measurement and is therefore not
reconstructed. The attenuation images for the closed systems
show a good reconstruction of the interior region, but suffer
from limited data artefacts in the rest of the image. For the

open systems, the attenuation images suffer from limited angle
artefacts (mainly a vertical blurring) everywhere.
RMS values of activity reconstructions and MLEM (using
the perfect AC) were computed to be in a range of [0.005, 0.02]
with a background activity of 0.4. In figure 9 bar plots
comparing all the configurations are shown for each Defrise
phantom. They quantitatively show that the performance of
the re-scaled MLACF algorithm is close to that of MLEM
with perfect AC as they both have similar differences from
the ground truth, and these differences are small compared to
the background activity. Similar results (shown in figure 10)
are also obtained for the 50 cm and 250 ps open and closed
configurations.
In both configurations, the differences between the activity
reconstructions are small in the central part of the phantom
and they increase moving away from the center. This is clearly
visible in the profiles: for the closed configuration, the profiles
of the 250 ps and 60 ps reconstructions are quite similar, but
for the open configuration some overshoots can be seen close
to the edge of the plates.
In figure 10 we compare the mean (over noise realizations)
activity reconstructions for both re-scaled MLACF and MLEM
with perfect AC for the 250 ps and 50 cm panels size in
the case of complete tomography (closed) and limited angle
(open) configurations. Figure 11 shows the estimated attenuation factors sinograms. This illustrates that for this activity
distribution, all estimated attenuation factors are connected and
therefore share the same constant, as explained above [14].
C. Simulation with scatter
In this section, the effect of the scattered coincidences is
considered in the simulations but ignored during reconstruction. The aim was to verify if preliminary reconstructions
obtained without any scatter correction are at least stable and
of reasonable visual quality.
Activity and attenuation images were computed for a 2D
simulation in the presence of scatter. The reconstruction results
are presented in figures 12 and 13 for W = 50 cm and
W = 20 cm, respectively. The inclusion of scatter in the
measurement without correcting for it during reconstruction
produced the expected overestimation in the reconstructed
activity images. The pixel standard deviation computed from
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Fig. 7. Results from 200 noise realisations for W = 50 cm without scatter contribution, (from top to bottom): closed configuration with 250 ps, open
configuration with 250 ps, closed configuration with 60 ps and open configuration with 60 ps. In (a) and (from left to right): mean of the 200 noise realizations
for the activity reconstruction, difference of this mean image with the ground truth, mean attenuation reconstruction, difference of this mean image with the
ground truth, first noise realization of the activity, standard deviation for the 200 noise realizations of the activity, first noise realization of the attenuation and
standard deviation of the attenuation. In (b) the line profiles of the activity image along a row through the apex of the heart (shown in (a) in purple) of the
ground truth (black), the mean of 200 noise realizations (green) and the noiseless reconstructed image (red) for (from left to right) 250 ps closed configuration,
250 ps open configuration, 60 ps closed configuration and 60 ps open configuration.

the 200 noise realisations has a similar magnitude as in the
scatter-free simulation.
IV. D ISCUSSION
In this work, joint reconstructions of the activity and
attenuation were done using a re-scaled MLACF approach.
This algorithm was chosen instead of MLAA because of its
faster convergence. MLACF is faster than MLAA, because
estimating the attenuation factors requires fewer computations
per iteration and converges much faster than estimating the
attenuation image. As shown in [22], the attenuation factor estimation even reduces to a very fast non-iterative calculation if
there are no scatter and randoms contributions. Consequently,
most of the MLACF calculations are dedicated to estimating
the activity image, and good convergence is obtained in fewer
iterations than with MLAA. Once the attenuation factors are
obtained, the attenuation image can be reconstructed with
MLTR. Compared to the joint reconstruction during MLAA,
this MLTR reconstruction of the attenuation image is more
effective, because it can make use of a good activity estimate (obtained close to convergence). However, in case prior

information is included to improve the image in the MLTR
approach, an additional MLEM reconstruction of the activity
would be required to propagate that information into the final
activity image. In MLAA, that information would propagate
automatically.
The reconstruction of the attenuation image is needed if
quantification and/or scatter correction is required. In that case,
the scale factor can be determined by imposing a-priori known
attenuation coefficient values to regions in the attenuation image [25]. When the scale factor is obtained, the activity image
can be re-scaled accordingly, no new activity reconstruction is
required. For these 2D simulations, a good value of the scale
factor could be obtained, despite the presence of limited angle
artefacts in the attenuation images from the open systems and
despite the presence of randoms.
A. Noise propagation in re-scaled MLACF
As shown in figure 6, the proposed method is stable and
its noise characteristics are very similar to those of MLEM
with exact AC, despite the fact that MLACF estimates more
parameters from the same sinogram data. As shown in [22]
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Fig. 8. Same results as in figure 7 for W = 20 cm without including scatter contribution.

for MLACF in complete tomography, MLACF has a slower
convergence than MLEM, which present a lower bias and
a higher variance in comparison to MLACF at the same
number of iterations. This is shown as well in figure 10,
where the reconstructed images shows good agreement among
themselves in the presence of noise. However, there still are
small differences, which are originated as a result of the
non exactly matched convergence levels between MLEM and
regular MLACF.
B. Simulations without scatter
In general, the images are worse for the smaller panels and
for the open systems, because of the increased amounts of
missing data. When large detector panels are used, (almost)
all of the activity in the object contributes to the measurement.
In contrast, for small panels, only a relatively small part of the
activity is covered within the field of view. Limited angular
coverage and truncation are strongly related and the distinction
between the two depends on the exact definitions of the
truncation and limited angle problems. With the definition used
in this paper, the ”closed” systems only suffer from truncation,
whereas the ”open” systems suffer from both truncation and
limited angular coverage. For the closed system with 50
cm panels, the truncation is very limited, only part of the
arms extend beyond the field of view and nearly artefact-free

reconstructions are obtained. For the open system with 50
cm panels, the images are reconstructed from limited angle
data. The effect of that is clearly revealed by the Defrise
phantoms. The horizontal Defrise phantoms, and in particular
the two narrow ones, are poorly reconstructed when the TOF
resolution is 250 ps, because the system has no projection data
that ”have seen” the cold region between the hot rods. The
vertical Defrise phantom is reconstructed accurately, because
the two rods appear well separated in the acquired vertical
projections. When the TOF resolution is improved to 60 ps, it
provides a spatial resolution of 9 mm along the LORs. This
enables the system to detect the cold region between the rods
and to obtain accurate reconstruction of the Defrise phantoms.
In the quantitative analysis, the values of the RMS with
respect to the ground truth were calculated around each Defrise
phantom, as shown in figure 9. The RMS for all the 60 ps
configurations in each phantom are lower than the ones at 250
ps, showing that an improvement of the TOF resolution helps
improving the quantitative activity estimation in MLACF. It
is interesting to notice as well that in the horizontal Defrise
phantoms (figure 9) the RMS values of the closed configurations and 50 cm panel size are generally lower than their
open configurations and 20 cm counterparts, showing that
the system performance improves when the truncation is less
aggressive (in the case of 50 cm panel size) and when the
tomography is complete (in the closed configurations). For
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 9. Root mean squared (RMS) values calculated for different ROIs (in red) around each of the Defrise phantoms for the differences between ground truth
and re-scaled MLACF activity reconstruction and MLEM with perfect AC. The background and the Defrise phantoms have a contrast ratio of 1:5, with an
activity of 0.4 in the background and 2 in the rods.
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0

Difference image

2.27 a.u.

(a)
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MLACF

0

Difference image
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Fig. 10. from left to right: (a) Mean of the noise realizations of the activity reconstructed images from perfect attenuation MLEM, re-scaled MLACF, and
the difference image. Bottom: Activity profiles along the line shown in the picture. Results are for the closed configuration, 50 cm panel size and 250 ps TOF
resolution. (b): Same results as in (a) for open configuration, 50 cm panel size and 250 ps TOF resolution.
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C. Simulation with scatter

1

0

Fig. 11. from left to right: Estimated attenuation factors sinogram for one
noise realization of the W = 50 cm, 250 ps, closed configuration. Same result
for the W = 50 cm, 250 ps, open configuration.

the vertical Defrise phantom (figure 9c) all the configurations
show similar results, as this phantom is not as sensitive to
both truncation and angular limitation due to its orientation
with respect to the missing LORs.
For the closed system with the 20 cm panels, the center of
the attenuation image is reconstructed without artefacts. This
is because this central region is fully sampled. As mentioned
above, reconstruction of such a fully sampled region from
truncated tomographic data is called the interior problem
[13]. It has been shown that prior knowledge of some of
the intensities in that region is sufficient for the problem to
have a unique solution inside the interior region [14]. Such
prior knowledge was exploited here by imposing the correct
attenuation coefficient value for soft tissue, and as a result,
artefacts are only observed outside the interior region. In the
corresponding activity images, the artefacts outside the interior
region are less severe than in the attenuation image, because
the activity reconstruction benefits from the TOF resolution
along the LORs. For the open system with 20 cm panels,
there is a large angular gap in the data and all projections
are severely truncated. As a result, only data from a central
part of the object have been acquired, and only that part can
be reconstructed. For the activity image, the limited angular
artefacts are suppressed by the TOF information along the
LORs, but there is no such benefit for the attenuation image.
However, the artefacts in the attenuation image do not have to
produce attenuation correction errors, the forward projection
along the measured LORs will be in agreement with the
measurement and enable good attenuation correction.
When the TOF-resolution improves, the activity is reconstructed with lower variance and faster convergence, providing
more accurate results in the activity. Because of the faster
convergence of the activity, also the estimated attenuation
factors converges faster. Nevertheless, the reconstruction of
the attenuation image from the estimated attenuation factors
is still a non-TOF reconstruction, as the attenuation factors
only provides a single value for each LOR. This is the reason
why the attenuation images are almost the same for both TOF
resolutions.

Some studies about scatter correction have been done for
joint reconstruction algorithms. In [17], [29] the strategy was
to generate a first scatter estimate based on two preliminary
reconstructions, one for the activity and one for the attenuation
in MLAA. In these studies it was shown that alternating the
reconstruction of the two images and the estimation of the
scatter converged successfully in a few iterations. In the case
of the re-scaled MLACF algorithm, a similar technique can
be applied as well. Similarly to the MLAA algorithm, the
output of the re-scaled MLACF algorithm includes both the
activity and the attenuation images as a result of using prior
information in the soft tissue region. However, an important
difference with the previous studies [17], [29] is that we also
consider the case of severe truncation here, which prohibits
estimating all the activity and attenuation surrounding the
region of interest. More work is required to determine, for
different imaging tasks, how much truncation and angular
undersampling can be tolerated before their effects on the
scatter correction become detrimental.
That analysis of the scatter estimation and correction problem is left for future research, but as a first exploration, the
effect of a scatter estimation error on the performance of
the re-scaled MLACF algorithm was investigated. For that
purpose, re-scaled MLACF reconstructions without scatter correction were computed from scatter-contaminated sinograms.
The reconstructed images are obviously not exact, but they
have a reasonably good visual quality. At least for the large
panels system, they may well be sufficient to initiate the
iterative scatter correction procedure mentioned above.

D. Limitations
This study has several limitations. The most important one
is that only 2D simulations were used, whereas state-of-the
art PET systems acquire fully 3D data. In our experience, the
findings obtained in 2D simulations are often very predictive
of those in fully 3D tomography, but it is clear that the
results have to be verified and detailed with more realistic 3D
simulations and real PET measurements. Furthermore, only a
single phantom was used, and the phantom had non-zero tracer
uptake everywhere. MLACF can only be applied to LORs
along which some activity was measured, and for specific
tracers with focal uptake, there may be many LORs that have
seen no photons. This does not have to be a problem, because
for LORs along which no activity was measured, also no
attenuation correction is required. However, such LORs will
provide no information about the attenuation, creating an even
larger missing data problem that may prohibit reconstruction
of the attenuation image.
In this study, normalization (i.e. calibration of the LOR
sensitivities) was not taken into account. MLACF is robust
to normalization errors, it will compensate for them by incorporating them into the MLACF attenuation factors, preventing
their propagation into the reconstructed activity image. However, as a result, these errors will propagate into the attenuation
image reconstructed from the MLACF attenuation factors, and
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Fig. 12. Same results as in figure 7 for W = 50 cm including scatter contribution.

may affect information computed from that image, such as the
scale factor and the estimate of the scatter contribution.
V. C ONCLUSION
In this work, we investigated with simple 2D noise-free
and noisy simulations the feasibility of obtaining attenuation
corrected images from stand-alone limited angle TOF-PET
systems. For the joint estimation of the activity and attenuation
images, we proposed a re-scaled MLACF algorithm as a viable
and faster alternative for MLAA. This algorithm is faster than
MLAA because the reconstruction of the activity and attenuation images are separated, such that incomplete convergence
of one image does not affect the other one. A side effect of
this approach is that constraints applied during reconstruction
of the attenuation image cannot propagate into the activity
image. We consider the results promising, warranting further
investigation with more sophisticated fully 3D simulations and
real PET measurements.
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